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object of the paper is to extend the cIassica1 concepts of a Bore1 and Souslin 
le inetric spaces by allowing u-discrete families of cardinal&y 6 k (k an Xiite 
cardinal) to replace csmntable families in the standard efinitions. This leads to the faitful notions 
of a k-Bore1 and k-SousGn set. If the metric space has weight < k and k’ & any cardiml > k, then 
every k’-Bore1 set of the space is ‘:-Bore1 and every k’-South set is k-Souslin. Consequently8 for 
qparable metric spaces the k-Bore1 and k-Sot&n sets coincide with the classical Bore1 and Soush 
Bore1 sets of a space can be resolved into classes which form an increasing transfinite 
quence of type o(k + l), the: fast ordinal of cardinal k * 1; and there exist spaces for which this 
Quence is strictly increasing. For k = H 0, this cclincides witll the standard Bore1 ciassifica.ticn. 
Ung a subset of a space ansxtended Bore1 set (extended Ssuslin set) if it is a k-Bore1 (k-Souslin) 
bset for some k, we show that the family of extended Bore1 sets is intermediate to the families 
of’ Bore1 and Sou& sets, and that each Souslin sst is a k=Souslin set for every infinite cardinal k. 
The main theorem of the paper is an extension OP Lusin’s First Separation Principle, and shows 
t any two disjoint extended Souslin sets in ir complete metric space (not necessarily se~~able5 
csn be separated by disjoint extended Bore1 sc:s. 
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k-SW%n Sets 
classi+Mon s&emes ‘\;. 
me trisable sp;sces 
ore1 sets follows [ 71, and for Souslin smets: that of [S] . The 
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R.W. 
by the countable ordinals’are shown to coincide&th 
ection2.4). It follows from the above ‘“classification 
the extended Bore1 sets of a space of weight k arc: pre- 
rel sets; and, in particular, that the HO-Bore1 sets are the 
roperties of extended Bore1 sets (S&ion 2.2). Here we prove the fan-= 
amental result that a set which is “iocally exterided Borel” is extended 
Borel. (Recall that this is not the case with Bore1 sets in non-separable 
ces [ 7, p. 3621. In Section 2.8 we prove (with considerable difficulty:, 
existence of k- ore1 sets in the “Baire space” B(k) (see Section I. 1) 
exact class at” for each ordinal P of cardinal G k. This 
-known Yact that the space of irrational numbers 
el sets of exact class cr for each countsbie ordinal a 
(see [ 7, p. 37 1 I ). The k-Souslin sets are introduced in Section 4, Ttihere.’ 
e show that for k = H, they coincide with the classical Sioushn sets of 
a space [ 5, p. 2031. In Section 4.3 we shoti that every extended Bore1 
set of a space is a k-Souslin set (for every infinite cardinal k), but that 
true. In the final section (Section 4.4)) we prove .a 
of the First Lusin Separation Theore:m (‘I’heorem 4O 14) 
heorem (Theorem 4.15), in terms of k- 
.I. dim inaries 
164 t 
o-di acre te refinement 
discrete if there exists an e > 0 suc;h that the d ce between any two 
ich con tainti 
(X) and (B,} is a *discrete family in X. 
-discrete, it is clear that q(X) c cls*(X). 
all o-discrete families are count- 
is separable. However, if B, C A& 
ore1 set of exact class a in X0, for each countable ordinal oe, then 
is an extended Bore1 subset of the topological SW Zr X, which 
Chsification of extended Bowl sets 
C&en a space X, we define extended Bore1 classes * = Go(X) for 
e:a@ 9 ordinal Q as follows: 
Cl., = family of open sets in X; 
c o+1 = family of all unions (resp. intersections) of countable collecr 
tions from G, if a + 1 is even (resp. odd); 
GA = family of all unions of o-discrete collections from UbqhGB if
Q = X is a limit ordinal. 
?n acidition, we define the extended Bore1 classes. F& = F,(X) by taking 
= {X\B: BEG,} . 
2.1. It is easily seen from the definitions that the family 6, is 
under finite intersections (unions) and countable unions (inter- 
sectic~) when Q is even (odd). Such properties are well-known for the 
d Bore1 classes [ 7, p. 3451, and the same pro& can be u.sed for 
ended Bore1 classes (except in the case of the knit ordinals, 
ire easily handled irectly). Of course, the obvious ;lua! proper- 
tie$ fc the classes are also valid. If B C: X is an extended Bo)rel sub- 
et of P of class e will simply sajr that B is of class G, 
Similarly, we speak of sea’3 of class 
e basic ‘“classika tion 
16 4% 
ore1 sets in non-separatk 
ore1 and yet fail to be Borel.@c 2 [ 7, 
t the case, however, if one considers extended Bore1 
ha0 2 :a!ly extended Bore1 subset E of a metriable space X 
m?l set in x. 
E, list u(x) be an open neighborhood of x in X such 
extended Bore1 set in X. Without loss of generality 
’ bT/ the union of the se!ts U(x). By the paracompact- 
be a o-discrete open refinement of 
s that each V*,, CT t;: is an extended 
( Vtn n E). Since the extended Bore1 sets of X are 
i ,,ete unions, the thecjrem follows. 
s a k-sequential limit ordinal, then G,(X) is the @n@ 
of a .i iscrete collections frwn lJ,, h ,(X1 of curdinatr’ay G k. 
e hypot’ 1 :sis implies that X is the supremum of ordinals 
0 ‘tc .. . < X such that the cardinality of I(o~f) is G kc It is 
L ntains the famiEy described in the statement of the 
s to show that the union of a Idiscrete coIltic- 
rion of the same of collect! 9n 
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2.3. e classificution theorem r exte ref s 
X satisfies 
where twl is the 




. It is clear from 
llary to (1) is that +1 for all Q Q cl;; hence 
sses J!$, this also ,proves that l_l,, c3 6, 
ollection from Ua Since X 
t the cardinality of is <k. Now 
rticular ordinal a(t) < ~2 such that B, E G,(,). 
Since the resultir: gcollection of ordinals { ar(t)) has CardinaI < k, there 
exists a limit or&: al X <: u such that each cw(t) < h. It follows that 
U{B,) E C,, prcSilng that UaCo 6, is closed under unions of rF=discrete 
families. 
2.4. k-Borel sets 
A second way ::o classify the extendso Bore1 sets is to call a set ,B C X 
a hdorel set in iI B is an extended ore1 subset of X of class 6;(1 or Fa 
for some ordinak v of cardinal < k. In this terminology, the H e-Bore1 sets 
&e the ordinary Morel sets, and, if the space ha.s weight < k, e\r cry ex- 
tended Bore1 set i ; +a k-Bore1 set o tkle space (Theorem ?.6,2.7). 
. Addr tive an,+’ ivns4tipticative ciasses of extended Beret sets. 
The sets of a&Gtive (resp. multiplicative) class a be X are, by defiiition, 
the members of CGa (X) (resp. F,(X)) when ar isI even, and FJX) (resp. 
C,(X)) when o is odd. Note that the additive (multiplicative) classes are 
d under unix CH (intersections) of countable families. 
nition 2.8. Pr mapping f: X -> Y is said to be extended Beret memur- 
of class Q (0~ sir ly of class 4~) if, fgr every open G C Y, ;f-l (I@; is 
of additive class Q in (or equivalently if, for every closed F C Y, f - V’) 
f rn~ltil~li~a~~~f~~ c 
rel measurable mappings have many inter- 
xtz2nsive study. In fact, with rr~Lnor 
n [4] can be exte de8 so as to cover the 
le author hopes to 
ere we include only those p 
of class 0 (i.e., the cont~uo~ 
opment. 
oof. Fe_;: open and cl 
ty of con;tinuous map 
is valid for at1 classes <a, where Q 
tive class /I in X, and 
required. The proof is anal 
FinaNy, siippose that d is a 
tive class 0. Then B 
discrete collection csf sets of multiplcativ 
off and ahe inducti 
collection of sets of lnul~~l~~a~ve cl 
taki 
is a discrete collection of sets of 
be the subset of 
t’#- t) is>m-l, 
ction of an open set wit0 Cm, the set Ctnnz is 
it is easily seen that (c-nM1) t is m-l -discrete and 
‘JV, for each Ctnm , choose Ir(trrm) < X such 
is o.* additive class cu(tnm) in X, and define 
i&i ‘; = u { Ctrtm : a(tm2) = a) . 
It follows by ‘il’heorem 2.2 and Coaollary 2.3 that Be,, is of additive 
class 61, an\ T !*‘*.a t (B,nin : at < A} is m’ldiscrete. Thus (i) * (ii). 
=U” u n= 1 cr&(.n, where each Ba, is of additive class it 
an } is ~netricaily discrete for fixed M, choose open sets U such 
that each Bc’? 16 U”li and {U&,} is disjoint for fixed n. It followythat 
4, = U,,, md that 
Thus (ii] * 
To prov _ 
is of c=laS 6; ),$ 
i), it suffices to show that B, = UP<hf3_ n &, 
in X for each n = 1, 2, . . . . Thus, fixing n, Iet 99 be a o- 
d&mete 0:‘: t *I base for {v,ll :a<X).Foreach YC’V,letruV betheleast 
ordinal su.~:~~ that VC U+. WC show that 
erties of metric 
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which are &a&e k-Bore2 seti; that is, 
of every (metric) space i.h which 1 
to be 
mietric space (cf. [ 7, pp 
X is of additive cl 
subsets, ay G c Y an 
structure theory for non-separable a 
Bore1 isomorphism classes. ‘?%e ’ 
istence of sets of 
be given in several parts. e first r2gtrict 
cardinal SW!-I that p < k implies 
1, if we def t .A {I&} Inductively by 
en k =E sup {k,} has the requisite properties.) 
we can find an open base 
cardinal numbers )Iq,)] = kn are laach 
= k. Now let LY# denote 
the special properties of 
theorem of Stone [9, 8 2.41, the 
lo B(k) (each ZJB being 
prove the following: 
.I 5. For mch infinite catdhad p < k, there exists Q continasus 
m C(k) onto C(k)? 
Roof. Let p < k be a given inrtite cardinal, and define pn = min(p, $1. 
f~ there exists, for each n, 8 (necessarily continuous) bijection 
!P n : F_ + *“, since 
pn z 2kn'P, = 2% 
= lIS*lI l 
Hence the product mapping IIn@, : C(k) + T‘l’;=lS[n is also a continuous 
bijection. 
Now let X, = 0 and = :he first ordinal {If cardinal p,. Then 
q -S~XS~X . ..Xs.QX . . . (a!anordinaKX,), 
where each q = Sn (and a denotes topological equivalence), and (pro- 
BUC by columns) 
over aID. Ialues of m= 1,2, . . . for 
) (see [ 14, 52.4]), (2) shows th 
for the spaces C(k), for k restriet~~;l; 
ethod of “‘universal functions” I[‘?, p. 3681. 
Recall first that, since 
there exists a homeo 
(see [ 14, Theorem 1 
exists a corltinu 
to indicate ./this. 
(3) 
for each ar < X, then 
. . . ). Now, for a given ordinal it, 
:ich 8, is of class Ga. By our assumption, there exist points x(n) E C(k) 
i = 1, 2, . . . . such that B, = @,(~(n)). Consequently, by the surjectivity 
8 the mappkg x I+ (x1, x2 , .J, there existsx E C(k) such that x” =x(n) 
r each n, and it follows that 
40 
@a+l (x) = n @,(x(n)) = B . 
n--l 
e proof is similar when (x is odd. Finally, assume that the property is 
;;rtisfied ror every ordinal ess than some limit ord*inal X$1 o(k + 1) and 
is of class G, in c”(,k). Then, by Theorem 2-I 1, there exist se.ts 
pen sets lk,,, where at < X and pz = 1, 2, ...9 such that 
B= U U (Bonn can), 
n4 a<h 
= uan \, vflSB V#,, l By the inductive hypothesis, there exist 
x0@(n) andx#.I in C(k) such that B,, =$&-Jn)) and gkn,== 
,(n)). Moreover, by the subjectivity of the mapping x I&- (x0,, 
) there ez&ts ;#(a) E C(k) such that $2 = “e&z) and 
ow choosing x E C(k) such that xRt = x(n), it clearly 
3 (x). This establishes condjltio (i) for the mapping *a- 
e cor‘di tion (ii), let 
fbr each ordinal a< o(k + I). 
finite induction. 
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e a is 
*+I =((x,Y): Y 
B, := ((x. y): y 
Ly for each Q 9 c@ + 1). And this completes Ihe 
C(k): x E @,(x)j . 
Then Z. is the projection onto C(k) of Ba = {(x, ;,$: y E Q,(x)} inter- 
cte gonal of C(k) X C(k). Since the projection map so 
nzstricted is a homeomorphism and C(k) is complete, it follows that Z* 
class 6, in C(k). But Z. cannot be of class in C(J& and hence 
f any lower class. For otherwise we -would e C(k) 1 Zcy belonging 
cy and, since 9, is a universal mapping for the class G,, there would 
exist some x E C(k) such that @_a(~) =C(k) \ Za . But this leads to the 
contradiction that x E: a,(~) ifii x 4: a,(~). 
adapt the :.echniques used by Sikorski 1.121 to construct, for 
nal Q < o(k: + 13, subset&U, and A, of B(k) of’ multiplicative 
and additive class 01, respectively, and which are not of any lower class. 
(k ic now an arbitrary i&mite cardinal,) 
Recall first ;he exictence of homeomorphisms ,g: B(k)“0 + .%3’(k) and 
h: (kB(k))Ho + B(k) <see Section l.l(ix)). We define the sets M, and Aa 
by transfinite induction as follows. For cy = 0, define M, to be any 
xed) one-point subset of B(k), and take A, = B(k) \ M,. Assume the 
ts have now been defined for all ordinals < ~1, where QI > 0. If cy = 0 + 1, 
we define 
Mz = A, x A, x A, x . . . c B(k)“” , 
aad Aa = i?(k) \ MO. On the other hand, if at is a 
define “, to be the pological sum +,A, c 
==: k&k) \ D, o We then 
= Ca x C, x .-w c tkB(k))*” ‘I 
hus the sets Ma and A, are 
k, f 1 ), and are easily seen to be 4’ multiplicative 
cJaas 0, re!;pectively e 
R.W. 
To complete the proof of 
wlkf: ~svebls a remarkabfe property 0 
ment for Bore1 sets in 1 f 21). 
Proof. Let B be a given no3bemnty close 
B = $9 is obvious). Let (x8 : n = i, 2, . ..} 
B(k) I\ M, such that the distance fro 
<be Letting p denote the u 
E, = (DEB 
and obse,xe that BQ) \ B = tJ IS i E,. Hence the con 
and f (En) = ( xn} define 
to be continuous and to 
tive class 0 follows by ta 
We now assume the km 
for sets of addi- 
of mu1 tiplicative class ar 
each B, is of additive CT 
tinuous and satisfies 463 
uous and (s 0 j)--’ 
hand, if cy is a limi 
Crete collections (
p in B(p) and 
) + B(k) is contin- 
to be continuous (since IJ,,, [J&, is both 
f;;-‘(~~~)=f,-r(kB(k)\D,)=R@)\ U B 
j3cu Bn 8. 
lows that the evaluation lapping f = (J,,): B(p) + (h:B(k))x3 is con- 
YI~~UCIUS andsatisfies 
f ‘(Mz) = f-l(C(IxCax . . . ) = SG f-‘(C,) =B. 
n=lI 
n 
o&k map h o f. B(p) -) B(k) is continuous and satis- 
h before, the proofs for the additive classes follow by taking cornpIe- 
ments, and the lemma follows by transfinite induction. 
Proposition 2.19. The set M. is not of additive class or in B(k) for each 
a< o(k+ 1). 
hoof. By Proposition 2.17, let B be a set of additive class it in B(p) 
which is not of nlultiplicative class Q, for some cardkall p > k. Then, by 
Emma 2.18, there exists a continuous mapping f: B(p) -+ B(k) suck 
= f-l (A$. Now, were M, of additive class at in B(k), then by 
m 2.10 the set f-l (M,) = B(p) \ B would be of additive class cllr 
, which contradicts our choice of 1?. 
proof of Theorem 2.14 is thus completed. 
3. udiscreteness for indexed families 
= ( A, : t E T) be an indexed family of subsets of’ a metric space 
X Such a family is said to be index discrete (or simply diwete when the 
an indexed family is un erstood) if gQ is discrete in the usual 
implies A, n A, uivalently, if each point of X has a 
d U such that U n A, # 8 for at most one 5 E T. Mso, we 
~~la~~vel~~ ddscre te (3s an indexed fanlily) if’ it is index dis- 
to U A, ; and metrically discrete if, for some e > 0, $ # s 
e distance from A, is 3 e. The notion of 8 
il”) is then defined ir i & 
way. A 11 reference to these at2 t-ions hencefor 
respect o indexed fu~~~~~~, u 
The indexed family {A, : t 
sable (abbreviated u-d.d. 
ties (see [ 4, Section I.21 
(i) each R, = U&, A 
(ii) each A, = U;z, B, such th 
for each n ; 
(iii) each A, = UT.=, Cm such that (C& : 
for eaczh yt. 
The: fol!owimg lemna s 
concepts and two others 
cP,O is me 
een csc 
knnu 3.1. For an indexed fat ily (A,: t E T} of subsets of a rmtri 
spat? X, each property in the follow&g list ipnp all the proper 
which follow it, and none of these ~rnp~ica~i~ns me revetsible: 
(a) (A,) is o-meMcally discrete; 
(b) (A,) is O-discre~ 
(c) (A#} is a-relatively discrete; 
(d) (A,) is a-d.d.; 
(e) (A,) has a o-discrete base; 
( f) (A, ) has a o-discrete refinement. 
oof. The implications (a) * (bj 
relatively discrete for each n. 
is relatively dkuete for ea 
and (f) by substituti 
that the indexed ily{A,:a<w ,whereA,={0!}X(Q,l],is 
wever, it is not o-di rete since the point 0”. is ink 
Q’ and there are unc ntably many A, = Also, bat 
we obtain a metric ace in which the A,k are 
etricahy discrete, since the distance between Acl tiLnd 
(Note that there exists ome metric for the space:, 
e with its topology, with respect o which the A,‘s are a- 
discrete; indeed, for this is always the case. To see this, left 
ily in the space X, for each FI = 1, 2, . . . . Then A_ is 
buth open and close in Us4, for each A E ~4,. Hence we can deflnrz a 
the closed subspace w with respect ,to which 
By a theo:rem of Hausdorff [6] , each d, c tn 
be-extended toa co patible metric 
each of these metrics is bounded by 
o d,*(x, Y) 
d(x, y) = c 
n=l 2” 
ds for .X; and we may assume that 
1. Then the metric d defmed by 
is compatible with the topology on X, and renders the family USZQ 
a-metrically discrete.) We have shown that the implications (a) * (b) 
and (b) * (c) cannot be reversed. 
That the implication (c) * (d) cannM be reversed was shown in [4, 
section 2.41. 
Now the family of ah symmetric open intervals about 0 in the space 
R of real numbers clearly has a o-discrete (open) base, but it is not o-d.d. 
FOP suppose (-I, r) = U;=r A m (I E R) yields a a-discrete decomposition, 
so that each of the sets In = { r E R: A,n # I@} is necessati y countable 
(since a discrete collection in a separable space is countatk). But ,then 
there exiats a real number not in lJLt I I,, , i.e., (--r, r) is :mpty, which 
is absurd. Hence (e) does nrt imply (d). 
lly, since the family t>f all subsets nf a space X has fr trivial u- 
base iff it is a a-disc fete set (i.e., the family of singletons i u- 
discrete), it fellows that (f) does not imply (e). 
Let B(k) = IU’Jk) (n = I, 2, . ..). where each 1”,(k) k a fixed set of 
k, with k an infinite cardinal. If t E B(k), then we will 
1 t , **-, ere Eli s the ia cook inate of 
mean a set S C 
te for each a (in the 
,” (k'): Ftcn, 7t 9 for some t(n) = (bls .. . . t,>),q = 1, 2, . . . , 
Now choose, for each n, a set S, such that 
u Sn I= k, and put T,(k) = ‘Tn w Sn. We define 




B,(k), n = 1, 2, . . . . One now easily shows that (I$$ 
Misfies (F,) and (F,) for 2Js and that S is a k-Souslin set in .X 
t&in representations 
A system 
(F r(nl: t(n) E B,(k), n = 1, 2, *..} 
of c1ose.d subsc ts of a metric space X which sa&fies properties (FQ and 
(I$) for a set S C X will be called a k-Soudin rep& csermPation of S m X. 
The present section will study other ways of representing k-Sodin 
sets ita a space, and their equivalence to a k-Souslin .representat.ion. In 
particular, we investigate .fo what extent property (F2) can be altered, 
without changing the concept of a k-Souslin. set, by substituting in place 
creteness some related property. The following will be considered: 
(F,) (a-r.d. 
IF r(nj : t(n) E B, (k)) is o-relativel;! discrete for each n ; 
r(n) : p”(n) E B,(k)) is a-metrically discrete for each n; 
(k)) is o-discretely decomposable for each n. 
ewe 3. Let ( E,,: t(n) 
(7) 
such that the indexed family {I?$+ t(n) 
for fixed m and n. so, assume given a bijection frmn T,(k) mto 
now define, for each 
u-- 
where t’(n) = (t’, , . . . . dk). We 
don for S in X 
-tuples . . . . r n) is coumJhle, 
iscrete for each n. 
F2), it follows that 3 is a k4ou.sIin 
owing theorem more concisel;?, we say that 
f(& E e,(k), n = 1, 2, . ..) of cksed sets of a space X 
tation for S C X if it satisfies (F,) for 3, 
.4. For arr: arbitrary subset S of a metric space X, the follaw- 
S is a Mousli~d set in X. 
(ti) S has (I k-undytic representation (F& satisfying (F2) (a-rd.). 
(iii) S has Q k=tznaZ’tSc representation {Flcn,) sutisfyindr (F2) (o-d.d.). 
(iv) S has a k-an& tic represent&ion { Ft& satisfy&r (F2) (u-m.d.). 
Proof. The implications (i) * (ii), (ii) * (iii) and (iv) * (i) a!l follow im- 
mediately from Lemma 3.1. Since the implication (:iii) * @v) follows 
directly from Theorem -2, the equivalence is estab’tished. 
Example 4.5. We now give an example to show that (i) is not equivalent 
to 
resentation. {F& such that, for fked .TZ, 
te base. 
P denote the space of irrational numbers and let 3 be my tifinite 
su of P. We show that S satisfies (v) for k = 131 Since P is O-dimen- 
sional, we can associate with each n-tuple (t 1, . . . , ti; > of points in S an 
open and closed neighborhood Ft(,) 
< n-l. Then, clearly, we have 
of the point tit having diameter 
whirl t rurw over the set of all sequences in3 (= B(k) for k = ISI). 
{Fttflj} satisfies (v) a$ a fimily of open subsets of 
0 (i),, it follows that eve 
'iIllS 
ell-k 
eorem 4.6. Let X be 
2&!.4ch that
G 1 i s = UI’S,,,,: 
FUI thermore, if the we 
\ 
m diameter (S,,,,) 
here the union is owx all s 
that each Sttnj i 
on 
Ilow. Property (S,) follows easily from 
ropcrty (I?,). Finally, it is routine tu 
defiiition 0”’ the sets SIDE,) (cf. 
that s has weight < k. Then, for each y1=: 1,2, ._., $ can 
covered by a o-discret y of at most k closed subsets of X’ each 
diameter < I;s-~ ; and, a ng empty sets; if necessary, we may denote 
this fatly as ( Km : t,, E T,, (k)J . Also, assume given for each n a ibijection 
TV + T,(k) X T,(k), and denote by (t$ ti> the image of fn E T,,(k) 
der this mapping. We now define, for each t(n) E B,(k), 
(where 8’ (n) = (t: z _., t#, and proceed to show that (JT&I} is a k- 
Souslir, representation for S in X. (Note that, once this is done, we can 
e process in (9) for (F:C,,j , obtaining S,,,, c F&,, c K?, 
. and:froln this property (D) follows immediately.) 
Yl 
Since the correspondence t(n) I+ (t’(n), t$ . ..) ti) is one-to-one, it 
follows from the u-discreteness of the families ’ Ft,,,) wd {Kt,?) 
(i= 1, . . . . n) that {F&,)- is u-discrete for each I,.. Hence (F,) is satisfied. 
Also, from (lo), we 6 ave that 
Qo 0 
Conversely, if x E S, then we can choose sn E TJk) such that x E Ksn, 
for n = 1, 2, l ... c l +JO~ we can find an r E B(k) such that x E Qzl Frcnj- 
y, if we select t,, E T,( sucln that cb.ft , tz)i = (rn, s,), then it. 
,,I for each n Tltis proves that cE;*tc,,:i satis- 
completes th th: theore:m. ‘ 
erasions which pmerve k-Souslin sets 
e show that the Mousl 
cry general optxations, 
a sj’)ace are cbed tith, respect 
r to those wh 
188 R. W. Han& 
known to preserve ouslin sets [ 5, 8 191. As a 
that every extende Bord:l set of a space Is a k- 
infinite cardinal k. 
We bqgi19 with d t 
Theorem 4.7. Let S = U, 
set in a fixed space X# 
be a Mouslin representation for Z?t(ml in X, for each t(m) E B,(k) and 
m=l,2,.... Assum? given, for each n = 1, 2, . ..) a bijcction 
(12) TJW + 
and denote by ( P 2’ . . . . of the point P, E T,(k) 
under this mapping. Acco 
P’ = (ty, f!“, . ..) ‘$yy q .*. 
Now define, for each 
t foXlo at t in the inkme 
n by ( ’ 3), hence 
: ~(~) E BP (k)) is discrete for each p (m = 1,2, .=.) . m 
NOW we may ~ssumc; that each l+s(nj m’ m) C $m for each t(m). Hence it 
fo&ms from (14) and (I 5) that 
(tii) t : t(m) E BP,(k) and s(n) E .B~m)*~(k)} is discrete fur 
eachpandq (n,m= f,2,...). 
Now, given n-tuplesp* = (PI, . . . . p,) and q* = (q,, . . . . q,), define 
We show that ( Fr nj l 
ii 
l t(n) E B!**@(k)] is discrete in X. For, given x E X’J 
s by (I ) a neighborhood Urn of x such that 
for at most one pair 
a ndtrighborhood f x such that 
) E 13*9q*(k). Fo 
with ~~~) # S(B). 
~(~)ort”(~-~+1)+~~(~_,+1); 
12). In either case this leads to a con- 
(irr view of (k 7)). 
Finally, since we have 
pairs of n-tuples p 
that U& : mo E B,(k 
and amp 1 etes the proof o 
oof. Fix s 5 B(k) and d 
otherwise. Then one easily sees that 1 
Theorem 4.7 for S. 
On the other ban 
the first coordinates 
t(m) = s”(m), and 
(n = 1,2, . ..I. and is = (8 otherwise. 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4.7 for g* proving that S is a k-Souslin set 
in x: 
A subset M of a space $ is a locally k~~~~~i~ set in X if each x 
has a neighborhood U in X such tiat Iv n 
uality beins c consequence of (20) and the fact that (uA,} is 
, note that we can write Fhm = W’ Fhmp, s!o 
is discrete for each p (h%!!ed). %~wt%fine 
for each t(n), and noL .hat 
by (I 9). Moreover, it it 
for each p. 
-asy to see that (q$: r(n) E B,(k)} is discrete 
It follows from Therz :rn 4.4 that S is a k-Souslin set in X. 
Corollary 4.1% The trn ‘I yz of a o-diiscretely rrrJinlable family bf k-Sou&~ 
setr of a metrisable spa “-I X is a k-Souslin set in X. 
f. Since the union 3 ’ a discrete family of k-Souslin sets is evidently 
ally k-Soushn set, i i ~0110~s from Theorem ,4.9 and Corollary 4.8 
that the Won of a a-dick fete family of k-Souslin sets is k-Souslin. 
Now let ;Pq be a family of k-Souslin sets in X, and let W: U93, be a 
finement of’.& where each c1B, is di$;crete. For each B ECUS 
choose As E $ so th Since Bore1 sets are k-Souslin sets (by 
Theorem 4.2 and the that they are Souslin sets), (B IT A, : B E 3,) 
is a discrete family of x&in sets in X Hence 
is a k~S~u~1~~~ set in X by the first part of our proof. 
extended ,%oreb set of a space is a k_Souslin wt, for 
Corollaries 4.8 and 4.10, and t e fact that it is 
EAnj be a o-discrete rfdiriement 
is iit discrete 
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(which we may assume to be 
it foilows that P and Q are k-Souslirn sets in 
in representations { Ptczt,) and 
Assuming that the theorem is 
y Lemma 4.13, indices and si such tilat 
extended Bore1 set in X; for 
be so separated. NQW tile same 
it~ : t2 ~ ~2~k)) and 
iscrete. Hence there &st 
and Q,i,; cannot be separated by an 
apply the argument to ( Pt; Pits) and 
etc. In this way we define two points t’ and s’ in B(k) such 
cannot be separated by an extended 
Bore1 set in X. In yparticular, Ptntnj and Qsp(n) are non-empty, so by the 
leteness of X we.have n&&,, = {p} and fi” 
tspandqinx. Naw,sincePn B 
from p to qt call it E, is positive. Thus we 
But then, since p E pt,(,,) and q E &,I, this implies that, &,) n &rttn1 := 0, 
(rr that I’,,, and Qsl,, can be separated by disjoint closed sets; this 
contradicts their definitions, and the theorem follows. 
As an easy consequence ofTheorem 4.14 we have the following 
Souslin’s theorem= 
ed Soushn Theorem). If i7 is a compMe matric 
,cio th extended So&n s&s in X, then both are 
orem 4.12, there exists an extended Bore1 set B in X such 
1 9 17 (;K \ S) = 0. Evidently, we have S = ‘B, a;;6 the 
e the pai er with the following generakation of meorem 
194 
tion of extended Souslin sets in co mmplete metric 
exists a d&joilPt tr-d.d. culkctkm (I?, : t E T} of exte 
X such that St C: B, for each t in T. 
Fkoof. Let @.J f ?z 
U, (Ehn} is a re~mern~~~ 
S = U{&: Ehn C 
tG family { Sm * t E 
each t in 1”. It follows 
refmement, and hence 
Souslin set in X (Corollary 4.10). 
Applying the Ckneralize 
we can choose for each t an 
S,, c Ci c lJ~._.,~~~ and Cg n 
relation <, with to as the le 
B, inductively as foilows: B,_ =: C,_ and S, = C, \ U&Tte. Since ‘0 ‘0 I 6 
is the union of a o-discret 
Borel, and hence each B, is an extended 
SC C B, foreach Iand U,(B, f? $$ t 
tion for (B,) . Hence the theorem is prcmd. 
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